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Surgical Masks Recreated
Scholars designed surgical masks 
using art materials of their choice. 



Not a Joke

Andrea T.
Team King



                          

Gilbert N.
Team King



“Election Day” 

Gimayiah P.
Team King



Haylee T.
Team King



The materials I used were markers and sharpies. What inspired me to do this Black Lives Matter Mask 
is because black lives matter very much to me. The things that are going on aren’t right. I want people to 
know that signs can be made out of anything. You don't have to have a big poster like everyone else. 
Your way of showing is your way showing.

Serenity Jones
Team King



Shoe Design

Scholars became shoe 
designers in this art lesson. 



Felecia B.
Team King



The materials that I used are colored pencils and pencils. The challenge was coming 
out of my comfort zone, and how I overcame it was just to just explore. What I 
learned is to not be afraid to try new things. What I want people to know is to come 
out of your comfort zone.

Gimayiah P.
Team King



The materials I used were a 
sketch book, a pencil,and some 
coloring pencils. The thing that 
inspired me was this movie where 
a girl said there was a monster 
under her bed. The challenge that 
I overcame was the fact I couldn’t 
come up with anything which was 
a struggle. I learnt that I should 
not give up and I didn’t. I want 
people to know that kids should 
be scared of what is under there 
bed.

Gilbert N.
Team King

Monster Under My Bed



The materials that I used to create my creation is a sketchbook, markers, and 
colored pencils. What inspired me to create my artwork is because Adidas is my 2nd 
favorite brand. I thought it would be hard to make this shoe but it wasn't that hard.

Mikah F.



My Shoe
To make my shoe I used a pen, 
pencil, and color pencils
What inspired you to create 
this artwork? The perfect 
color mix of green and orange. 
A challenge for me was 
making the right form and size. 
I had learned all you need to do 
is focus. I want people to 
know, hard work and 
determination pays off.

              Kevin H. 
Team King



 I used a sharpie pencil and colored pencil. What inspired me to create this artwork was that I wanted 
to design a shoe. I thought it was going to be hard but it was not hard. I was very happy with myself. 
The challenge was to design the shoe. I overcome it by looking at cute shoe designs on Google.. I learned 
from creating this artwork was making a shoes is not hard. I want people to know that making a shoe 
is very fun because you can design the shoe you want. My artwork is about honey dripping down and I 
have a little bee.                                          

MInah H. 
Team King



Haylee T.
Team King

For this art piece I used 
sharpies, a pencil and 
Colored pencils. I was 
inspired by a game 
called Among us. A 
challenge was to make 
the shoe, I overcame 
the challenge by trying 
and improvising. I learned 
that things will get hard 
but you have to 
improvise. I want other 
people to learn that 
even when something 
seems hard all you have 
to do is keep trying. 

Among Us



I used Pencils and color pencils. I 
thought of the future and thought of 
making rocket shoes if you can 
even see. The rockets. I did not 
have a problem with this. I made 
this to let people know that people 
have their own opinion and that 
you can look into the future. 

Benjamin M. 
Team King



Jahki P.
Team King

I used marker and 
paper. What 
inspired me is that 
my teacher showed 
my classmates and 
me how to draw 
sneakers. I learned 
how to draw a 
shoe. I want people 
to know about my 
creativity. I like to 
draw.



Andrea T.
Team King

The materials I used was color 
pencils and a regular pencil. What 
inspired me is when last year I had 
to a project to make a shoe out of 
things in your house and I use 
cardboard box and on the box it 
said K 9 so I thought of that and 
tried to make a replica of it. A 
challenge I faced was trying to 
make the laces. I overcame it by 
trying my best by doing cross lines 
and tried to make the 3D. I learned 
for this artwork is that drawing a 
shoe is hard. I want people to 
know about my artwork is that I 
tried my best it’s not that good 
but I like it.



I used markers and colored 
pencils. What inspired me 
is that I love shoes very 
much, even Jordan and 
nikes. The challenge for 
me is the shape. It was 
difficult but then I left it be 
and then I was done and I 
fixed it. What I learned 
from my art is to always be 
patient and do other things 
than do the one you did not 
finish. What I want people 
to know about my art is 
that I work hard on my art.   

Jaymiah D.
Team King



Name Design
Scholars created name designs using a 
reflection technique with oil pastels, 
markers, or colored pencils. Some scholars 
used the digital app wordart.com to create 
their name design. 



Josias S.
Team King



My Name
For my art piece i had used oil pastels and 
a pencil. I used the oil pastels to color my 
work, and I used the pencil to draw the 
base for the work. A challenge while 
making this was, finding the right colors 
that match each word in my name. While 
making my reflection art, I had learned 
that hard work is already an art piece 
itself. The thing I want other people to 
know about my work is that all art is 
perfect no matter what it looks like.

                Kevin H.
          Team King



I used word 
art.com. Ms 
Howard taught me 
how to use it. I 
learned a new 
way of art. How 
awesome my 
artwork is

Kalif B.
Team King



Start your paragraph here: To 
make “The flip” I used markers, 
pastels, and a pencil. I was inspired 
to make “The flip” because I have 
been seeing reflection pictures so I 
decided to make a reflection with 
my name. A challenge h=that I faced 
was writing my name upside down 
and or backwards. But I overcame 
that challenge by trying my best. I 
learned that you can do anything if 
you really put your mind into it. I 
want people to know that you can 
make different artworks with just 
your names and some color.

By: Haylee team king

The flip



The materials I used are different colors and fonts. One challenge for me was not knowing how the 
font looks. What I learned from this artwork is to be bold and to not be afraid to make mistakes. How I 
overcame it was just randomly picking out fonts. What I learned was to just do what I feel. What I want 
people to know is to express what you feel. 

Gimayiah P.
Team King



The materials I used were color 
pencils, a pencil, and scissors. 
What inspired me to do this is 
that I wanted to be colorful like 
a rainbow. A challenge I faced 
was that when I was spreading 
the scissors to make a 
reflection it wasn’t working a 
first. I overcame it by realizing 
that it wasn’t working because I 
was using a pencil. I learned 
that it is very fun to do 
reflection art.

Andrea T.
Team King



This is important to me because it was one of my first pieces of art since July of 2019.

Kevin H.
Team King



I use crayons and a pencil  what 
inspired me when i was creating  
this artwork was that i made 
shadow the part that was 
challenge was the shadow part 
because you had to get a ruler 
and you had to scratch hard so 
you can get the reflection  i 
want people to know about my 
artwork is that i took so much 
time to do this name.

Minah H.
Team King 



Mikah F.
Team King



I used Crayons. I also 
used pencils. What 
inspired me was that I 
love color so I made it 
like that. A challenge 
was trying to get the 
colors to blend. I learned 
that colors can be very 
different. I want people 
to know you can make 
your name like anything. 
Your name is you, you 
are your name.

Serenity J.
Team King



Felecia B.
Team King



Jahki P.



Sincere J.
Team King



My name and about me I used an app that my 
teacher showed the 
class. What inspired 
me to do the art was 
my teacher. The 
challenge that I had 
was with the form of 
it and I did it finally. 
Always find the art in 
your heart. What i 
want people to know 
about my art is to 
always believe in 
yourself. 

Jaymiah D.
Team King



Turkey in Disguise

Scholars created unique pieces of art by 
tracing their hands and using art media of 
their choice. 



For this piece of artwork I 
used sketch Paper, a pencil, 
Twin Art Sketch Markers, 
and sharpies. I was inspired by 
Thanksgiving, super mario, and 
Roller skates to create this 
piece of artwork. A challenge 
that I encountered was 
creating the Mario and the 
Luigi hats. But I over came 
those challenges by looking up 
original pictures and paying 
attention to details. I learned 
that combining different 
elements and colors you can 
create a beautiful art piece. I 
want people to know that you 
can create many things out 
of just a hand.

Roller Mario Giving
By: Haylee T.    Team King



I used markers, pencil and a 
sharpie. What inspired me about my 
artwork was that I made a hand out 
of a turkey and I thought it was cool. 
I came up with a turkey inside of a 
video game and the two turtles are 
trying to chase the turkey. I learned 
from creating this artwork that 
making something out of a hand is 
very cool. I want people to know 
about my work. I worked  hard.

Minah H.
Team King



The materials that I used were 
pencils and colored pencils. What 
inspired me to create this 
artwork is the American flag. 
No, I didn't really have a 
challenge. What I learned is that 
not everything has to look 
perfect. 

Gimayiah P.
Team King 



The materials I used was makers 
and a pencil. What inspired me to 
did  is because I wanted to give it a 
glow in the dark theme because 
the background of the hand is 
black. A challenge I had was 
deciding were am I gonna put all 
the colors because it only has 5 
fingers. I overcame it by putting 
multiple colors on each hand.. I 
learned from this project is you 
can be creative in many different 
ways. I want people to know about 
my artwork is that.

Andrea T.
Team King



 Tree Turkey
By: Jasolyn S. - King

I used pencils, fill, and paint to 
create this artwork. A challenge 
was trying to get inspiration to 
create this artwork but I 
thought about something I did in 
Kindergarten which was make a 
family tree. I learned while 
working on this artwork that it 
is hard to incorporate a turkey 
or any animal into a picture of 
daily life. I want people to know 
that this artwork is meant to be 
like a thankful tree since turkey 
is Thanksgiving. 



The materials that I used 
were pencil, and paint. What 
inspired me to do this 
artwork was to get a good 
grade. The challenge that i 
overcome is i can't draw 
very well so i let stay and 
continued. What I learned 
from my artwork is that it 
look not that bad when you 
try. What I want people to 
know about my art is that I 
work hard. 

Jaymiah D.
Team King



Turkey hand
I used a outline of my hand, 
and color pencils and sharpies. 
A challenge was trying to see 
if I wanted a theme along with 
trees or keep it plains with a 
blue sky. I learned that as long 
as you work hard on 
something, it will become 
beautiful. I want other people 
to kn0wow all work is 
beautiful if you really put 
your hard work and effort 
into it,

Kevin H King



Jahki P.
Team King



Among Us

I made an among us turkey hand. 
AMong us is the new game 
nowadays so I tried to make one. I 
think it came out good for my 
first try. I would love to make it 
again but it’s always good to try 
something new.

Serenity J. 
Team King



Self -Portraits

Scholars created self-portraits using art 
media of their choice. A digital app that 
some scholars used is sketch.io 



I used sketch.io to make this. Although nothing inspired me to make it besides the fact 
that this is a grade. A challenge I had was I didn't want to do it,though I overcame it by 
just throwing some random stuff together. I learned while creating this is that,art just 
isn't for me. I want people to know that,this was made in a rush.

Josias S.     Team King
  



I used with paper, markers, 
magazines, pencil, oil pastels, 
clips and scissors. I was 
inspired by colors. I was also 
inspired by myself. Lastly  I 
was inspired my texture. I had 
trouble with my skin tone. But I 
overcame that challenge by 
mixing another skin shade and 
even though it didn’t look 
perfect it gave the picture 
texture. I learned that just a 
magazine can make a huge 
difference in a piece of 
artwork. I want people to learn 
that you can turn anything into 
an art piece with some 
creativity and effort.The Colorful Wonder

By: Haylee T king



Gilbert N.
Team King

I used color pencils and a 
pencil. What inspired me 
was myself because I 
wanted to show who i 
was. The challenge of 
doing this was to make 
the shape of my head and 
the layout but i overcame 
that. I learnt that if you 
never give up you can 
make great things. I want 
people to know me and 
who I am.  



 What inspired me to 
create this artwork was 
to be different from 
others.The materials I 
used were the websites 
word.art and sketch 
pad.io. A challenge for me 
was how I wanted to 
create this artwork. How 
I overcame it was just 
roaming around to see 
what I could do. What I 
learned is to be different. 
What I want people to 
know is that you’ll get 
inspired or inspiration 
anywhere.

Gimayiah P.
Team King



I used pencils, paper, and erasers. 
What inspired me to make this was my 
face. A challenge was deciding what 
hair I wanted to do. I learned that it is 
very hard to do a lot of braids and 
specific lines. I didn’t color it in because 
my mom usually says that I just have a 
blank expression so I thought of the 
background and colors showing how my 
expression are, which is Blank. I want 
people to know that this is meant to 
show how I see my expressions with 
the color.

Natalia N.
Team 



The materials I used was paint, Magazines, 
color pencils and, a regular pencil. What 
inspired me to do this and add magazines 
is because I wanted my portrait to be 
colorful that’s why I used light colors 
for my portrait. The change I had was 
drawing the eyes because I kept messing 
up but then I started trying my best and 
they came out really good. I learn from 
this artwork is to try your best and 
when you try your best it shows. I want 
people to know about my artwork is 
that it took me a long time to make this 
but I made it and that if you try your 
best anything can happen.

Andrea T.
Team King



I used pencil, sharpies, and 
colored pencils, This made me 
feel happy on making more self 
portraits. This was hard making 
because I had to keep restarting 
over and over again.

Mikah F.
Team King





I use color pencils. Michael 
Jackson inspired me to do 
the suit. I didn't have a 
challenge. I look good.

Nabil B..
Team King 



I drew my self portrait all 
by myself. It was really hard 
but i did it. I used pencil, 
sharpie, markers, and paint. I 
want people to know that 
art is art. It doesn't matter 
what you make its art. I love 
my art because it’s my 
creativity.

Serenity J.
Team King



Self Portrait
To make this artwork I used 
color pencils, pencil, and a 
pen. A challenge was finding 
out what color I should use 
for my portrait. I learned 
that anything can make a 
beautiful artwork. 
Determination, mistakes, and 
hard work improves you and 
your future artworks

Kevin H. 
Team King



Sincere J.
Team King



  My artwork was about myself. I 
used paint and the color was brown 
and peach. For my face I used brown 
but I wanted to be my skin tone so I 
had to get brown and just color it light 
then I added pink

Minah H.
Team King



Wood Sculpture

Scholars used wood pieces, 
markers, and found objects 
to create a unique sculpture.



For this art piece I used wood, a 
hot glue gun, paint, and markers. I 
was inspired to make this 
artwork from all of the wooden 
sculptures i've seen in our ¨See, 
Think, Wonder¨. I was also inspired 
by barns and animals. My challenge 
was that I didn't know what to 
make because I had very little 
wood and because nothing came 
to mind. I learned that something 
as little as some wood can 
become a beautiful masterpiece. I 
want other people to learn that 
anything can become a beautiful 
masterpiece. The Wood of Wonder

By: Haylee T king



I used toothpicks, wood, 
cardboard, What inspired me to 
do this art was when my 
teacher showed us how to build 
it. What was a challenge was 
when i was trying to put stuff in 
the right place.

Jahki P
Team King



Today I made a cardboard 
playground. I used wood, 
elmer's glue, and wood chips. 
I could figure out how to 
make the sticks stands up 
but then I used the hot glue 
which helped a lot. I learned 
you can make anything out 
of anything.

Serenity J.
Team King



My Art

Nabil B.



The Catapult
The materials I used was wood, 
cardboard, and paint. What inspired 
me was that I made a base with the 
cardboard and then I made random 
things then the idea came to my head. 
A challenge I had was that I didn’t have 
much cardboard and wood so I had to 
improvised. I learned from creating this 
artwork is that wood sculptures are fun 
to do. I want people to know about my 
work is that I tried very hard and it was 
really fun.

Andrea T.
Team King



For this art piece I used wood, a 
hot glue gun, paint, and markers. I 
was inspired to make this 
artwork from all of the wooden 
sculptures i've seen in our ¨See, 
Think, Wonder¨. I was also inspired 
by barns and animals. My challenge 
was that I didn't know what to 
make because I had very little 
wood and because nothing came 
to mind. I learned that something 
as little as some wood can 
become a beautiful masterpiece. I 
want other people to learn that 
anything can become a beautiful 
masterpiece. 

The Farm of Wonder
Haylee T 
Team King



 I used wood pieces. I inspired this 
artwork myself. I learned that it's not 
easy. I want people to know that I 
worked hard on it. A challenge  was 
that I used  my strength and believed 
in myself.

Janelle H.
Team King



Winter

Scholars created a unique winter 
artwork using materials of their 
choice, including snow. 



I used 
https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/Pape
rSnowflake/ to make this. Sadly,nothing 
inspired me to make this .I had very little 
difficulty making this in a couple minutes. I 
learned that 
https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/Pape
rSnowflake/ is incredibly easy to use, 
unlike sketch.io. I want people to know 
that I originally wasn't going to use this 
design, but then I accidentally pressed the 
close tab button and lost all my progress.

Josias S.
Team King

https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/PaperSnowflake/
https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/PaperSnowflake/
https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/PaperSnowflake/
https://dangries.com/rectangleworld/PaperSnowflake/


Some materials were just a 
pencil.. It was a little hard 
because of the star and the 
moon. One challenge was making 
stars because stars are my 
hardest thing to make. I learned 
that it will take me a while to get 
better at making stars.

Mikah F.
Team King



The materials I used was a blue color 
pencil. What inspired me to make a 
snowflake is because while I was about 
to start making this it was snowing 
outside and the best way of christmas 
is because of the snow so I drew a 
snowflake. I had a problem making the 
inside of the snowflake. I overcame this 
by making little squares in every corner. 
I want people to know about my 
artwork that it is a simple snowflake 
that is about to fall out the sky.

Andrea T.
Team King



I used a digital snowflake 
maker. I was inspired by my 
teacher.

Jaymiah D.
Team King



The materials that I used for my 
artwork were oil pastels and pencil 
sharpies and some foam balls. A 
challenge was making what kind of 
picture I wanted for winter.  I want 
people to know about my artwork is 
that I added lots or color and I took 
lots of time .

Minah H.
Team King



I made a polar bear. But I just 
made a face. It was unique to 
me because I just drew what 
came to my mind. I thought it 
would not come out very 
nice but it actually came out 
so pretty good. I used oil 
pastels, pencils, and sharpie. 
What inspired me to draw 
this was how polar bears 
might be becoming extinct 
so i wanted to honor them.

Serenity J.
Team King



Sincere J.
Team King



Kente Cloth
Scholars learned about the African 
Kente Cloth. They created their 
own paper weaving adding their 
own unique designs.



Josias S.
Team King

I used sketch.io to 
make this. Nothing 
inspired me to make 
this. I faced no 
challenges while 
making this.I learned 
how much.I want 
people to know this 
was easy to make.



For this project I used paper, 
scissors, sharpie, and newspaper. I 
was inspired by other kinds of 
carpets and patterns. The 
challenge I had was putting the cut 
up lines into the other paper. I 
overcame that challenge by trying 
my best. I want people to learn 
that its ok to have different 
designs. I want people to know that 
I tried my best at that they should 
try their best too.

Haylee T.
Team King



Benjamin M.
Team King



I used Paper and sketch.io ms.howard 
is an amazing teacher and inspired me 
to do this.that is not that hard and a 
fun class work to do together.that i 
worked really hard .

Felecia B.



Kente Cloth

The materials that I used was # 
pieces of paper glue scissors 
and a pencil. This was a little hard 
because  I wast able to make it 
long enough for the strips to fit 
so I had to cut it over and over.

Mikah F.
Team King



Jasolyn S.
Team King



I first tried making my Kente 
cloth weaving with paper and 
glue. My teacher inspired me to 
do this art. I almost ran out of 
glue but I finished it and I'm 
proud of what I created.  I learned 
that help is useful. I want people 
to know that help is useful. (my 
mom helped me and she had 
extra so yea. I lost my first art, so 
I recreated my weaving with 
sketch,io.

Jahmiah D.
Team King



Kente Cloth

I used was the app sketch.io. What 
inspired me to make this is that I was 
playing around with the app then made a 
little pattern to it. I did not have any 
challenges. I learned from creating this 
artwork is that its fun to do weaving. I 
want people to know about my work and 
that it was really easy to make and was 
fun.

Andrea T.
Team King



 The color

This is a kente cloth. I never made one 
before but i saw one. It seemed very 
cool. I am glad i got to try it. It was hard 
a little trying to glue the little strips 
together.

Serenity J.
Team King



Kente Cloth

The materials that I used were glue 
paper and foam ball pen . What 
inspired me to create this artwork 
was when I saw the pictures of 
kente cloths, the challenge that I 
overcame was nothing because it 
was easy for me .i learn that you 
can use different colors for kente 
cloths.

Minah H.
Team King



Sincere J.
Team King



Assemblage

Scholars created sculptures 
using recycled materials. 



Minah H.
Team King



Wood Sculpture
I used markers, glue, and a 
piece of paper. I had  been 
trying to find a way to glue the 
pieces together. I also had 
troubles with what designs I 
should  make with the wood.I 
learned that all you need is 
time. I want other people to 
know that determination and 
hard work is key in artwork.

            Kevin H.
Team King



Jaymiah D. 
Team King



Sunny Love and Night Day

For this project the materials that i used are 
cardboard,tape, and some clay. Ms.Howard inspired 
me to do this project because it has very fun things 
to do and be really creative. I learned working hard 
can be fun sometimes when you're working with 
your classmates. I want people to know that I work 
hard and it was fun to make.

Felecia B.
Team King



”Hug Me” Cat
Some materials I used for this 
artwork was that I only used 
cardboard and glue,and thing that 
inspired me was were cats,they 
inspired me because I have a lot 
of stray cats in my street and I 
like to watch them in my spare 
time. One thing that I learned is 
that I learned to make art using 
things I throw away!  want people 
to know that trash can be used 
for art and cats are inspirational 
:D !. 

Gilbert N.
Team King



Winter Snowy Day

The materials that I used 
were paint, cardboard, paper, 
plastic, yarn, and whipped 
cream.. What inspired me to 
create this piece of artwork 
was just looking at other 
ideas, and kind of putting it 
into mine. A challenge for me 
was just thinking, “What am I 
going to create?” What I 
learned is that you can be 
inspired from anything. What I 
want people to know from 
my artwork is that you can 
create from absolutely 
anything. 

Gimayiah P.
Team King



Mikah Coca Cola Hand 

The materials that I used were a 
coca cola can and paper towels. A 
thing that inspired me to make this 
project was, finding the 1st thing I 
found and make something out of it

Mikah F.
Team King



Plastic & Cardboard 
Sprinkler 

The materials I used were cardboard, 
glue, scissors, and plastic bags. What 
inspired me to create this was a 
sprinkler with water around it. I learned 
that there are a lot of ways you can 
make recycled things into new things. A 
challenge was I did not have the materials I 
needed because I was at my dad's house 
but then I came home and got materials. I 
want people to know this is a sprinkler.

Jasolyn S.
Team King



Janelle H.
Team King

The pieces I used for my 
recycled art are boxes, 
wood, paper, and 
crayons. I created this 
art because it was fun to 
do. Ms. Howard inspired 
me to create this 
artwork. 



For this artwork I used plastic bottles, scissors, acrylic paint, and christmas lights. I was 
inspired by lights. A challenge that I had in the beginning was deciding what to create. But I 
overcame that challenge by looking around the house. I learned that if you really put your mind 
to it ANYTHING can become a piece of art. I want people to know that I took random things 
from around my home and turned it into a piece of art.

The Bright Flowers

Haylee T 
Team King 



Assemblage Sculpture

To make the sculpture I used an 
empty ziploc bag, the bottom of 
water bottles, water bottle caps, glue, 
and a black marker. I just wanted to 
make an artwork out of recycled 
material. A challenge was trying to find 
out how the glue was going to stick to 
the water bottle and caps. I learned 
that anything can be made into 
artwork.  I want people to know, 
anything is possible if you work hard.

Kevin H.
Team King



Robot

I used cardboard, wood pieces, paper 
and foam. What I learned from 
creating this artwork is that making this 
is very hard and what i want people to 
know about my artwork is I work very 
hard and it was fun making it.

Minah H.
Team King



The materials I used was forks and spoons. 
What inspired my from this is that the bigger 
project I was making broke then I had an 
idea to make a stick figure man after playing 
a stick figure man game. I had no 
challenges. I learned from this is that you 
can make anything out of recycled materials 
if you put your mind to it. I want people to 
know that The big one I was making broke 
and then I had to make something smaller 
and this is it.

Andrea T.
Team King



Sincere J.
Team King



Final Projects

Scholars had a choice of art 
materials and media to create 
their final projects with.



The Abstract Art

The materials I used was watercolor 
paint. What inspired me about this 
artwork is that this was the last artwork 
of the period. I wanted to make abstract 
art because we haven’t done it in class. 
A challenge was that I had to get the 
white on the paper without making a 
mess. I overcame it by trying my best not 
to get on the rug. I learned from this 
project is that making abstract art is fun 
to make. I want people to know from my 
artwork that it’s not the best because I 
rushed but I’m proud of what I made.

Andrea T.
Team King



Fortune Teller 

The materials that I used were 
paper, scissors, crayons, and 
markers. What inspired me to 
make this was a while ago on the 
4th my old friend taught me how 
to make one. One challenge was 
to make the square the correct 
way. I overcame this by making 
the correct square by using a 
ruler. 

Mikah F.
Team King



Storm Passing

So for this art work i used my art 
pad and my pencil,and the thing 
that inspired me were the storm 
and snow storms that we have 
been getting,so i used that for a 
little inspiration.I face a lot of 
challenges in this artwork but i had 
to overcome them like with the 
lines and the words and also the 
outlining,what i learned from this is 
that i learned how to make the 
people and the art into little 
comedy.and lastly i want people to 
know that ¨you should always be 
creative and everything around can 
be turned into one amazing piece 
of art¨ :)

 

Gilbert N.
Team King



African-American Civilians 
The materials I used were scissors, 
paper, parchment paper, T-shirt, and 
plastic wrap. What inspired me to create 
this artwork was the social injustice 
going around. A challenge was thinking 
about what I was going to create. 
Overcame this by just glancing around 
looking at what’s happening in our lives. I 
learned that people are treated and feel 
just because the color of their skin(social 
injustice). I want people to learn that you 
can get inspiration from things that are 
happening in the world. 

Gimayiah P.
Team King



I used Paper and 
paint. I loved all the 
colors.I learned that 
you can have so 
much fun.

Janelle H.
Team King



Felecia B.
Team King



Haylee Drew it and Made it!
To make this artwork I used markers, a piece 
of paper, pencil, pen, a cricut (Critsit) 
machine, the cricut app, scissors, a presser, 
and a sweater. I was inspired by a show 
called Naruto. A challenge that I had was 
drawing TenTen. But I overcame that 
challenge by trying my best. I learned and 
want other people to learn that anything is 
possible as long as you put your mind to it 
because I didn’t know how to make a 
sweater but I tried my best and got some 
help to overcome that issue.

Haylee T.
Team King



The Robot

I built my own robot But 
not just any robot. It was 
made out of a lot of 
cardboard boxes, cereal 
containers, paint, and jewel 
stickers.  My family did 
help me paint and 
everything. But it was all 
my idea.

Serenity J.
Team King



It just something i 
made for Valentine's 
Day for my mom. I 
made it with  two of the 
colors.

Sincere J.
Team King


